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Evaluating vocabulary variety is necessary to measure how far is the
students’ understanding in mastering vocabulary. Much further, vocabulary has an
important role in learning English. Analyzing vocabulary variety can be done in
various way, one of the measurement that can be used to measure the vocabulary
variety is by using Type Token Ratio (TTR). This study is carried out to analyze
the using of Type Token Ratio as self-assessment in students recount text writing.
It calculates word repetition by dividing the total number of words in a text
(tokens) by the number of individual words (types). This study uses qualitative
research and descriptive method. The sources of the data were taken from twenty
students grade X in SMA Wahid Hasyim Model. Purposive sampling was used in
collecting the data. To get validity of the data, the researcher uses triangulation
method. Firstly, the students are required to write recount text and they evaluate
their own vocabulary variety in their writings using Type Token Ratio (TTR)
formula. Then, the researcher analyzes the result of their TTR level and provides
questionnaire. The findings in this study state that, in average the types that
students used in their writing is 66, the average of tokens that students used is 105
and the average of students TTR level is 62,4%. Based on the grade category, in
average the students were in good level. The further analysis is elaborated into
nine parts of speech. The TTR level of those in average are: pronoun:12,2%,
verb:12,55%, noun:20,07%, adjective:3,4%, adverb:7,5%, conjunction:4,5%,
interjection:0,38%, determiner:4%, preposition:11,3%. Much further, types of
tokens most used by the students are: nouns appear 446 times, verbs appear 266
times, pronouns appear 266 times and prepositions appear 251 times. Meanwhile,
types of tokens rarely used by the students are: adverbs appear 171 times,
determiners appear 159 times, conjunctions appear 123 times, adjectives appear
94 times and interjections appear 7 times. It can be concluded that the students in
SMA Wahid Hasyim Model most often use noun and most rarely use interjection
in their recount text writings. Based on the result of the questionnaire, almost all
of the students think that TTR is good. It’s easy to be applied and help them in
measuring their vocabulary variety.


